


Reporting scheme:



Mandatory safety training for new employees and students: Teaching assistants 
and the safety officers have to personally instruct their students and employees 
about safety before they start to work in a laboratory.
There is a checklist as an aid; please download from our website. 



Emergency niches: Emergency niches are located at regular intervals in 
the corridors. Show and explain them to the students/employees!

Some examples from the checklist:



Stationed Emergency Cabinets: There are emergency cabinets stationed
in each building. In the event of an incident, everyone must decide
whether or not they want to help.



Defibrillators in HCI-Building: The Locations are in the hall in HC-0 E 30, in HC-3

in the right of the LN2 filling system D 379.1 and in HC-4 in the right of E 473.2 (each
opposite the stairwell corridor in front of the HC-3 D-Floor resp. HC-4 E-Floor finger
building).
Removal of the defibrillator triggers an alarm. The electronic voice of the device is
German speaking.
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Evacuation: Explain to the students/employees what to do in case of an 
Evacuation.



Safety in the laboratory also includes understanding and using the
laboratory infrastructure correctly. Personal safety instruction must
therefore also include explaining the laboratory technology and the
laboratory infrastructure. Examples:

- Laboratory ventilation system
- Eye wash stations
- Fire extinguisher (carbon dioxide); just show, don`t use
- Cooling water (explain where the main tap is)

- The operation of the media columns and fume hoods
- and so on!



Important: Establishing an emergency plan!

Always expect a failure of the media supply for your systems and devices in the

HCI building due to malfunction or another crisis.

Create an emergency plan for your safety, systems and devices (usually derived

from an existing malfunction risk assessment). When doing so, evaluate the

possible threats and risks in your case if media supplies or ventilation suddenly

fail. Asses how self-sustaining you are in case of a malfunction. Asses how you

can defuse dangerous situations quickly by having means at hand that you can

use to intervene without danger. Check whether the emergency plan indicates all

accessible persons and contact interfaces who can act quickly and properly in

case of a malfunction. Always keep your emergency plan up to date.


